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Abstract. In recent augmented reality (AR) application, marker-less tracking  
approaches are often used. Most marker-less tracking approaches force user to 
capture the front view of a target object during the initial setup. We have recently 
proposed two image rectification methods for non-frontal view of a planar ob-
ject. These methods can be applied to reference image generation in marker-less 
AR. This paper describes a pen based tool for annotating planar objects. Our  
tool builds upon several interactive image rectification methods, and supports 
registration of AR Annotations, marker-less tracking and annotation overlay. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent augmented reality (AR) application, robust tracking algorithm is used, which 
does not use any artificial markers. It is known as marker-less tracking [1]. In general, 
most planar objects in natural scenes are observed in non-frontal view. Most marker-
less tracking approaches force user to capture the front view of a target object during 
the initial setup. In online use, user cannot always capture a front view image (e.g., 
large sign-board and building surface). We have recently proposed two image rectifi-
cation methods for non-frontal view of a planar object [9] [10]. These methods can be 
applied to reference image generation in marker-less AR. Now, we have developed a 
pen based tool for annotating planar objects. This tool enables on-line registration of 
AR annotations, marker-less tracking and annotation overlay. The following functions 
are realized: live image view, image rectification (reference image generation) and 
registration of AR annotations. In live image view mode, registered objects are 
tracked and then the corresponding AR annotations are overlaid. 

Image rectification method is often used in text detection in natural scene [2] [3]. 
In most text detection methods, two approaches are taken. The first is vanishing point 
estimation [4] [5]. The second is quadrangle estimation [6]. A quadrangle is warped 
into a rectified text area (i.e., a rectangle), correcting any perspective distortion. In 
document images used in OCR, text lines are regularly aligned in paragraph, so rich 
horizontal lines are stably extracted. Two text lines and the vertical stroke boundaries 
are often used as a quadrangle clue [4]. Our method is one of quadrangle estimation 
methods extended to general planar objects. 

Image rectification methods should be used in dependence on appearance of each 
target object. Therefore, our tool is equipped with several interactive methods. 
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2 Overview 

2.1 Image Rectification Algorithm 

In the proposed method, it is assumed that target image has rich horizontal and vertic-
al lines. If a target object has a rectangular shape such as book and poster, then their 
corner points are clearly observed. In this case, the reference image is easily acquired 
from their points (Fig. 3). The proposed method can also be applied to non-
rectangular objects such as circular objects. This idea is realized by using horizontal 
(or vertical) lines with target object, that is, these lines always become horizontal, 
correcting any perspective distortion. We assume that at least two horizontal lines and 
two vertical lines would be observed. Our method is one of quadrangle estimation 
methods [9]. A quadrangle with a target object is constructed by picking up 4 points 
or 4 lines in an image. The projection of a rectangle is a quadrangle. Our approach to 
find such quadrangle is summarized as follows (see Fig. 1): First, specify the region 
of interest in an interactive way. Next, extract horizontal and vertical line segments in 
the target image by using probabilistic Hough transform [11]. Then, make a quadran-
gle hypothesis from their line segments. Finally, warp the quadrangle into a rectangle 
and then, evaluate whether re-projected line segments will be horizontal (vertical) or 
not. The goodness function is defined by total error with the warped horizontal  
and vertical lines. The important point is whether extracted lines will be transformed 
horizontal (vertical) or not. As a result, the underlying problem is equal to a search 
problem for a combination of 4 line segments. Fig. 2 shows an example of several 
quadrangle hypotheses generated from the extracted line segments. The line segments 
are extracted only in the region of interest. The quadrangle hypotheses q1, q2 and q3 
are shown (each goodness is also described in parentheses). Quadrangle hypothesis 
indicates a combination of different 4 line segments that are selected from among the 
extracted line segments. In Fig. 2, q3 is the best quadrangle with the max goodness 
327. 4 line segments that are part of the quadrangle q3 are also shown. 

 

Fig. 1. Our image rectification algorithm 

Image Rectification Algorithm
Step 1 Extract horizontal / vertical line segments

(check the proper baseline if box based)
Step 2 Select 4 line segments &

generate a quadrangle hypothesis qi

Step 3 Warp qi into a rectangle &
evaluate the goodness

Step 4 Find the best quadrangle with max goodness
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Fig. 2. Quadrangle hypotheses 

2.2 Interactive Methods for Image Rectification 

To acquire a fronto-parallel image, we can use any one of 4 interactive methods: (A) 
4 corner points based, (B) line selection based, (C) user-stroke based and (D) box 
based. That is, user can select a region of interest in different way. Fig. 3 shows our 
interactive methods. Method A is used for only rectangular objects. From 4 corner 
points (which are manually selected by user), the rectified image is generated by 
warping. Method B is used when user can observe at least two horizontal lines and 
two vertical lines in the region of interest. User draws their lines on the screen. Note 
that our method can also use invisible lines existing virtually in the image. In method 
C, user can directly paint a stroke(s) on a region of interest. Pen size can be selected 
in advance. Multiple strokes are also supported. In this method, it is assumed that user 
stroke direction is parallel to a horizontal baseline. In method D, user can specify a 
bounding box (or freehand area selection) as a region of interest. In this case, user 
does not clearly define the baseline. To find valid baseline, we take a hypothesis and 
test approach. Thus, method B, C and D are semi-automatically controlled. After 
selecting a region of interest, our image rectification algorithm is executed. Image 
cropping is performed by user (auto-cropping is also supported). The cropped image 
is registered as a reference image. 

Fig. 4 shows two examples of method A (4 corner points based). Fig. 5 shows the 
results of method B (line selection based). Two horizontal lines (invisible lines) and 
two vertical lines are picked up by user. The best quadrangle is overlaid in the figure. 
The rectified image is shown as a fronto-parallel image. Fig. 6 shows the results of 
method C (user-stroke based). User-strokes are represented by red circles. The base-
line is parallel to the bounding box of the strokes. Fig. 7 shows the results of method 
D (box-based). Valid baseline is automatically determined. 

q3(327)q1(15) q2(65)

… …

extracted line segmentsregion of interest

4 line segments
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Fig. 3. 4 Interactive methods for image rectification 

 

Fig. 4. 4 corner points selection based method. (left) book (right) poster. 

 

Fig. 5. Line selection based method 

 

Fig. 6. User-stroke based method 

(A) 
4 corner points based

(B)
line selection based

(C) 
user-stroke based

(D) 
box based

book poster

the best quadrangle 2 horizontal  lines

2 vertical lines
original image 4 lines and the best quadrangle

The fronto-parallel image

original image and user stroke the best quadrangle the fronto-parallel image
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Fig. 7. Box based method 

2.3 Registration of AR Annotations 

After image rectification, AR annotations are registered for the cropped reference 
image. Our tool supports the following AR annotations: image texture (virtual graffi-
ti), text, url and transparent marker. Virtual graffiti annotation can be created online, 
directly painting on the target image (i.e., the preview image) or the reference image. 
It can be painted on the extended area around the target region. Fig. 8 shows an ex-
ample of a virtual graffiti (yellow and pink color). When the virtual graffiti is directly 
painted on the preview image, it is warped into a rectified texture. Given 4 point cor-
respondences with a target region, a homography is computed [12] [13]. The compu-
tation is proceeded by the same rectification process as method A. Text and url are 
also registered. Transparent marker is realized by a see-through overlay. Fig. 9 shows 
two examples of marker-less tracking and annotation overlay. Target objects were 
cropped and then registered in advance. Virtual graffiti (top) is created by painting on 
the reference image. Virtual graffiti (bottom) is created by directly painting on the 
preview image (see Fig. 8). In this case, AR annotation is overlaid and displayed on 
the extended area around the target region.  

2.4 Marker-Less Tracking 

We have implemented marker-less tracking algorithm based on keypoint based de-
scriptors and the trackers (SURF) [7]. It is one of the state of the art trackers, and it is 
often used at the base of many visual tracking problems. In our marker-less tracking 
algorithm, the tracker can use any kind of planar object as long as sufficient texture 
information is available. 4 corner points can be estimated as the tracking result. Thus, 
AR annotation (i.e., virtual graffiti) can be overlaid and displayed on the area corres-
ponding to the target object on the screen. In Fig. 9, the tracking results are shown. 
Using 4 corner points of a planar object, real-virtual camera pose parameters can be 
estimated [2] [12]. Although our tool is capable of displaying any 3D annotations 
such as 3D text and CAD model, our tool supports only 2D annotations to provide a 
way that is convenient for a user.  

 
 

original image and the box the best quadrangle the fronto-parallel image
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Fig. 8. Virtual graffiti creation 

 

Fig. 9. Marker-less tracking and annotation overlay 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Implementation 

We have implemented our tool on a tablet PC with digitizer pen (OS: windows 8, 
CPU: Intel Core i7, memory: 8GB and screen: 11.6-inch). Real images are captured 
using a rear facing camera device. Marker-less tracking is implemented with OpenCV 
library. Virtual graffiti creation is implemented with OpenGL library. 

painting virtual graffiti rectified texture

+

target object AR annotation

annotation overlay

+

target object AR annotation

annotation overlay

tracking results
(4 corner points)
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3.2 Experimental Evaluation 

In experiments, we compared and analyzed the performance of 3 interaction methods 
(B, C and D). We found that the following conclusions. Although method B takes 
relatively much time for line selection process, the desired results can be easily  
acquired. Invisible lines are often selected for figures have a symmetric structure. In 
method C, user strokes determine the baseline that is used to extract horizontal and 
vertical line segments, so use of multiple strokes affects the accuracy. Although me-
thod D takes only a little time, estimation of false baseline affects the accuracy.  

3.3 Applications 

At present, our tool is used in our practical AR applications. We have implemented 
prototype versions of ”diminished reality for marker-less AR”, ”marker-less AR with 
table-top interface”.  

Diminished Reality for Marker-Less AR. Diminished reality technique is realized by 
removing an object or collection of objects and replacing it with an appropriate back-
ground image. After object detection, projecting AR annotation is built to replace  
the target object. In our system, inpainting technique is used to remove the target object 
[8]. Our tool is used in generating the mask image of a target region. And then, the  
mask image is warped in conjunction with the object motion. Fig. 10 shows our  
diminished reality application. First, the mask image is painted by user. And then  
it is registered as rectified texture by the similar way of creating virtual graffiti (top). 
Using the extended mask image, the target object is removed (i.e., virtually disappeared). 
And then, AR annotation is overlaid on the background image that the corresponding 
object region has been removed. AR annotation can be displayed in marker hiding. The 
warped mask image (middle) and the removed background image (bottom-left) are 
shown in Fig. 10.  

Marker-Less AR with Table-Top Interface. In table-top display style, user can 
share AR annotations with the other people. Using marker-less tracking technique, 
AR annotations can be displayed on table-top display that puts a target object. That is, 
they are displayed below (around) the moving object. Fig. 11 shows our table-top 
display application. Target object is a teddy. Both table-top display and the target 
object are constantly captured by a web camera (left). According to the object  
location, AR annotation should be projected on the display screen. Using both the 
tracking results and the display position (4 corner points) in the web camera view,  
AR annotation is projected and then displayed on the screen (right). If user has an  
AR glasses (i.e., wearable display), the prototype system can provide the mix  
world. That is, AR annotations are displayed in both the front and back of the target 
object [15].  
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Fig. 10. Diminished reality application 

 

Fig. 11. Table-top display application. (left) table-top display and the target object. (right) 
conversion from camera view to table-top view. 

4 Conclusion 

We proposed a pen based tool based on image rectification method for non-frontal 
view of a planar object. This tool is designed to support online task of annotating  
 

mask image

input image + tracking result mask image (warped)

object removed object removed + AR annotation 

input image + painting

+

+target object

mask image

AR annotation

AR annotation target object

table-top display

table-top projectioncamera view
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planar objects. This tool enables on-line registration of AR annotations, marker-less 
tracking and annotation overlay. We have proposed four interactive image rectifica-
tion methods to crop a fronto-parallel image. Method A (4 corner points based) is 
used for rectangle objects. Method B (line selection based) is used when user can 
observe at least two horizontal lines and two vertical lines in the target region. In 
method C, user can directly paint a stroke(s) on the target region. The stroke is used 
as a baseline to extract line segments. In method D, user can specify a bounding box 
as a region of interest. Three image rectification methods (B, C and D) are one of 
quadrangle estimation methods that are extended to general planar objects. In the 
proposed methods, it is assumed that target image has rich horizontal and vertical 
lines. In our experiments, we showed promising cropping results. And we showed 
marker-less tracking results using the reference image. 

Our tool supports registering AR annotations. User can execute online creation of 
AR annotations with the target object. In particular, virtual graffiti can be directly 
painted on the preview image and then superposed on the live image immediately. 

We would also like to examine our tool for various target objects. Currently, per-
formance on the whole task depends on the tracking accuracy. There is probably room 
for improvement in marker-less tracking method. Future work includes consideration 
about AR annotation sharing with other users, which is typified by Stiktu [14]. 
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